Volunteers Mallorca Golf Open 2021
The organization of the Mallorca Golf Open launches the campaign of
recruitment of volunteers to collaborate during the celebration of this tournament
that will take place in the Santa Ponça I Golf between 21 and 24 October 2021 and
will have the presence of 120 players from the European Tour.
The volunteers of the Mallorca Golf Open will participate directly in the execution of
the tournament, developing a fundamental role for the good development of the
competition and thus contributing to the overall success of the event.
Number of volunteer days
In principle collaboration with the organization will be required from Thursday 21 to
Sunday 24. The number of days to be covered will depend on the availability of
each person but preference will be given to those who request 4 days.
Schedule
From 07:00 to 19:30 h. To be distributed according to the assigned task.
Minimum age and selection criteria
To have knowledge of golf.
Be at least 13 years old
They must use the uniformity that is given to them and comply with the selected
schedule and comply with the established schedule.
Consideration
Food and drink (Packed Lunch)
Clothing provided by the organization (Jacket and polo)
Personal and non-transferable event accreditation + entry for a companion
2 Green fee of Golf Santa Ponça for 4 days of work / 1 Green fee of Golf Santa
Ponça for 3 days of work / 1 Green fee of Golf Santa Ponça for 2 days of work.
Positions to be filled:
Moving marshall: Person in charge of following the game that has been assigned to
him during the 18 holes.
Walking Scorers: The person who follows the assigned game during the 18 holes,
always behind and without disturbing the players, scoring the results of the players of
the game.
Leaderboard Operators: It has its position on the general results boards distributed
by the route and its job is to change depending on the results.

Ball Sppoter : Person in charge of controlling the falling of the balls in the most
conflicting holes.
TV Assistants: Television assistant.
Assistant field of practice: Person in charge of controlling and organizing the field of
practice.
Registration process
Through the registration form you will find in the following link

What happens once I sign up?
A process is initiated by which those volunteers who meet the minimum selection
requirements and whose characteristics are better suited to the positions and needs
will be selected.

Frequently asked questions
Is transportation or accommodation paid?
No. Transportation and accommodation are provided by each volunteer
Is there financial compensation for volunteers?
No financial compensation is provided. There are a number of non-economic
compensations for the dedication and work done.

